TELEPATHY, RELIGION & CHAKRAS

“There is a light that shines beyond all things on earth,
beyond us all, beyond the heavens, beyond the highest, the very
highest heavens. This is the light that shines in our heart”.
– Chandogya Upanishad

Telepathy is a universal phenomenon. It is the natural ability of the human being to
directly transfer the thoughts from one person (sender) to another person (receiver)
without using any artificial methods. It is instinctual, rather beyond the use of the five
physical senses – sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell. It deals with transferring subtle
energies from one living being to another without physical contact. The term ‘living being’
not only mean a living person, but also the souls without a physical body. Most of us must
have tried it in our college days. Youngsters of all generation will keep trying this,
whispering “look at me” ... look at me...”, although they wouldn’t be very sure of its

Believe in natural miracles, but not in
spiritual gimmicks and magic.

credibility!!

(Image-1: Telepathy)
The Physical, Emotional or Mental vibrations radiates from the brain or nerve
centers. E.g. A love thought originates from heart & heart chakra, processed in brain
and then transmitted. This vibration flows out in all directions through the Energy

Body. This

is like controlling our TV with a remote control. The media of transferring
vibrations is the cosmic field similar to a wireless communication system. The principal
seats of these radiations are usually brain, several great junctions of nerves and
associated energy centers (chakras).

Related to telepathy is Distance Healing,
wherein a person residing pole apart is treated by
the healer. The healer is not healing the physical
body of the patient, but the energy body, which is

omnipresent. As the energy body is healed, the physical body automatically gets
cured. Can you smell something? Yes, if distance healing is possible, black-magic is also
very much possible. Black-magicians should remember that the evils will rebound to them
with a multiplied force when the victim becomes powerful. All these are possible only
because we are all part of the cosmic field.

Now the question is how we all become a part of cosmic
field?!

We have a natural unique server that
interconnects all of us, called as ‘The Inverted Tree
of Life” in spiritual terms.

(Image-2: The Inverted Tree of Life)

Every living being is connected to one single source of eternal
light through an invisible cord. Grand Master Choa Kok

Sui reconfirms that the soul of a person is located at
30.5 cm above his/her head. This soul chakra works
as a hidden video camera that records all our
deeds. It further extends high and high to an eternal source of
light by means of Spiritual Cord. (Sutra Atman in Sanskrit, Sutra
means thread). Spiritual Cord is the divine light that passes right

through the center core of the physical body. In between the eternal
light and the physical body lie the Soul Chakra and the chief higher
souls in the Moon Sphere & the Sun Sphere. The higher souls are
called by different names in different languages as given in the
chart below.

(Image-3: The Higher Souls)

Whatever the names the higher souls are known
as, the spiritual essence is identical in every man. All
the Holy Saints mentioned these facts.

Fifteenth chapter of the Bhagavad-Gita states that the man is an
inverted tree; its roots are up in the air and branches & fruits below.
The Holy Bible says, in the midst of the street of it (center core of the
body), and either side of the river (Mercy & Severity or Female & Male), was
there the tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits (Revelation 22:2).
The Holy Qur'an says, And they ordered naught else than to serve
Allah, keeping religion pure on him, as men by nature upright, and to
establish worship and to pay the poor- due. (Part 30-600).

Thickness of the spiritual cord differs from man to man depending upon his/her
spiritual inclination and positive or negative deeds (Karma). A man with a thin spiritual
cord in more inclined to crime because his connectivity with the higher soul is distracted

Once the size of spiritual cord becomes
more than the head, he/she becomes a Real Guru.
Spiritual Cord is encoded with “Permanent Seeds”
that determine the fate of a person. These seeds are like a

by the invisible evils.

computer storage disk containing pattern and design of the body, mind, spirit, health,
wealth, sexual ability, etc. activities of the person. E.g. Physical Permanent Seed (Sath in
Sanskrit), which is located in the heart chakra and physical heart is responsible for, design
and pattern of physical & energy body. The Mental Permanent Seed (Chith in Sanskrit)
located in the crown chakra and the pineal gland determines the mental ability or
consciousness.

(Image-4: Mental Permanent Seed)

The Emotional Permanent Seed (Anandam in Sanskrit) located in the Solar plexus
Chakra and in the liver is responsible for the emotional pattern of a person. Similarly, there

These seeds are the
“fruits” mentioned by the Holy Saints. In other
words, these seeds bestow the different needs of
life. Health of the seeds depends upon the size and cleanliness of the chakras or energy

are many more seeds those serve various purposes.

centers.

Energy Centers or Chakras
Chakras are the whirling energy centers of the energy body through which a great
amount of energy is absorbed from the cosmic field by the physical body. Chakras also
serve to expel the used energy. We not only obtain energy from the food, but also receive
energy

from

the

cosmic

field.

If we possess clean chakras

around our mouth, we will get good food. Similarly a
clean sex chakra can fetch good sex as well. This is why
Lord Jesus said, “What is coming out from the mouth is more important than what is
going in”. He doesn’t indicate the words spoken, but the clean energy around mouth.
Another Bible statement, “blessed are those who are poor in their soul..” doesn’t mean
“all the poor are blessed”. It means one will be blessed if they areclean in their soul. Poor
are not blessed, they are the sinners!

(Image-5: Chakras)
Chakras interpenetrate and extend beyond the visible physical body in a conical
shape from nerve centres. Just as the visible physical body has vital and minor organs,
the energy body has major, minor and mini chakras. The chakra rotates clockwise and
anticlockwise at 180˚ alternately at a rapid speed. Clockwise rotation draws in fresh energy
and anticlockwise rotation releases the used energy. The amount of energy drawn in and
released is more or less equal. The entire process is repeated without our awareness.

(Image-6: Location of Chakras)

There are 12 major chakras, including the Soul Chakra. Major chakras are about
three to four inches in diameter. They are like power stations, which control and energize
the major and vital organs of the physical body. Major chakras are located over the major
glands or internal organs. Minor chakras are about one to two inches in diameter. Mini
chakras are smaller than one inch diameter. Minor and Mini chakras control and energize
the less important parts of the visible physical body. Besides these, there are Micro
chakras at every pore of the physical body. Cleaning the chakra is easily possible by
the Ornament

Therapy.

Universal Wide Net
The natural way of communication amongst the inhabitants of the entire Universe
is calledthe Universal Wide Net or UWN. Here, the channels of communication are the
energy cords and the receivers are the chakras. A man with a bigger ‘Crown Chakra’ can
receive information on any subject directly from the cosmic field. Take a look at the

none of the great inventors were university
scholars or engineers. The term, Engineering is

history;

derived from a Greek word “ingenium”, which
means “inborn talent”. The sciences have originated from such great men,
having inborn talents. The “salaried scientists” with a blocked upper station can seldom
invent anything useful to the humanity.

(Image-7: Meditation on UWN)
We are familiar with World Wide Web (www) wherein artificial satellite, Network
Access Point (NAP), Network Service Provider (NSP), Regional Internet Service Provider
(RISP) and Personal Computer (PC) are involved to send receive messages. In the case of
UWN the eternal source of light is the satellite, higher souls are NAP, NSP, RISP, and the
soul chakra is the PC. One can receive information directly and materials indirectly
through the UWN.

Now the reader may think, “Then why don’t you use UWN to publish this article
instead of using www”?!
I could have done that, but who would receive it? The sender as well as the
receiver should have the same frequency. To receive a verbal or written message from a
Mobile phone, it is inevitable to have a mobile phone or an equivalent instrument at the
other end. Having a mobile hand set alone is not sufficient; it should be switched ‘ON’, it
must have been activated by the service provider and importantly, both the sender and
receiver must be within the network area. Same is the case with telepathy.
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